
Business Development
Director



Claire Lambon

Dear Applicant

Thank you for your interest in Stop Domestic
Abuse and in applying for the role of Business
Development and Support Director. 

Stop Domestic Abuse is a women’s led
organisation offering services to women, children,
young people and men affected by domestic
abuse. Stop Domestic Abuse colleagues deliver
services across Hampshire and Portsmouth.
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Chief Executive Officer

Leading the development of our income strategy and managing the delivery of
income against agreed targets 
Managing bids to grants, trusts and major donors and tender for commissioned
contracts
Overall responsibility for community and corporate fundraising 
Overall responsibility for communications and marketing strategy in support of
business objectives 
Driving business growth through initiation and delivery of new income generation
services 
Development and management of relationships with external stakeholders, to
increase brand awareness and partnership opportunities 
Membership of the Senior Management Team, helping the organisation to monitor
and deliver against agreed targets and participating in structured governance and
leadership activity. 

We are seeking a candidate who is seeking an exciting career opportunity to manage our
Business Team and to lead our fundraising, new business initiatives and marketing and
communications activities. We are seeking to appoint an experienced woman to the
Senior Management Team to play a crucial role in the development of the organisation. 

Your principal role as Business Development Director will be to support the commercial
growth of Stop Domestic Abuse through income generation and associated business
development activity.

Reporting to the Chief Executive, your role will entail: 
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Stop Domestic Abuse is a charity and a company limited by guarantee. We are a member
of the Women’s Aid Federation of England and the organisation is managed by the board
of Trustees made up of women that have a wealth of experience and knowledge. 

The Stop Domestic Abuse Board is dedicated to the work of the team at Stop Domestic
Abuse and we hope this pack will give you all the information you need to apply for this
role. 

Additional information can also be found on our website www.stopdomesticabuse.uk
and you can follow us on Twitter and Facebook.

Yours faithfully

Claire

http://www.stopdomesticabuse.uk/


Stop Domestic Abuse is the principal provider of services to those affected by domestic
abuse in Hampshire and Portsmouth. We manage 16 refuges in Hampshire and
Portsmouth providing 94 family bed spaces with support to women and children. We
provide community-based services including both one-to-one support and group work for
women, children, young people, and men. Additional specialist work includes addressing
Harmful Cultural Practices (including female genital mutilation, forced marriage and
‘honour’ based violence), Child Sexual Exploitation, Target Hardening, community
engagement activities, preventative work in schools and training for professionals and
community organisations. We also deliver a perpetrator programme for people who use
abusive and/or unhealthy behaviours and accept responsibility for their actions and want
to change. 

Our name reflects that our services are truly inclusive to all. However, we still recognise
that many of our service users are disadvantaged due to gender disadvantage - women
are more likely than men to experience abuse, among people subject to 4 or more
incidents of abuse 89% are women and the majority (73%) of family violence victims are
females (WAFE 2012). 

Feminism has a unique perspective on the nature of power and abuse within intimate
relationships, recognising that whilst the physical impact on women is usually much
more severe, men also experience abuse within relationships. 

In the majority of cases, domestic abuse is experienced by women and perpetrated by
men and is a gendered form of violence rooted in women’s inequality and characterised
by patterns of coercive control.

Stop Domestic Abuse
Introduction to Stop Domestic Abuse
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Equality 
Openness
Honesty 
Respect for individual dignity and diversity
Empowering women and children
Care and Compassion

Work in partnership
Lobby and campaign
Involve those who use our services
Provide services that reflect the diverse needs of the communities we serve
Be easily accessible
Be relevant to service users’ needs
Be of real assistance to women, children, young people and men affected by
domestic abuse
Provide services by a diverse workforce
Be well managed and provide value for money
Regularly monitor our services and outcomes
Continually improve
Ensure good governance of the organisation
Be open to progressive and innovative ways of doing things
Ensure everyone counts.

Our Vision is a world without domestic abuse.

Mission Statement
Stop Domestic Abuse is an innovative and unique provider of all services to those
affected by domestic abuse. 

Our Values are integral to how we work at Stop Domestic Abuse

By committing to these values and to support our vision of “a world without domestic
abuse” we will:

By achieving our vision for Stop Domestic Abuse and committing ourselves to the values
that underpin our work, we will significantly improve the lives of those to whom we
provide services.

Stop Domestic Abuse
Our Vision, Mission and Values
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Supported 1,944 adults and 455 children and young people in the community 
Supported 353 women and 366 children living in Stop Domestic Abuse’s refuges 
Facilitated 530 clients in adult group work sessions
Target Hardened 386 properties 
Worked with 70 perpetrators of domestic abuse 
Supported 74 clients who had been affected by HCP & FGM 
Received 11,014 calls to our advice line 
Provided training to 22 external organisations including the NHS and the Police 

98% of high-risk clients said they felt safer after the support they received
97% of medium risk clients said they felt safer after the support they received 97% of
clients would recommend our services 
86% of refuge clients said their quality of life had improved 0% of target hardening
clients felt safer in their home 
100% of clients said they would know what to do if any further domestic abuse
incidents occurred.

In 2020/2021 We:

And

Stop Domestic Abuse
Our Impact
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Job Description

Female* Business Development Director

Workers should be “violence free in their own lives.” Applicants are asked not to put
themselves forward for selection if this is not the case. 

*This post is open to female applicants only as being female is deemed to be a genuine
occupational requirement under Schedule 9, Paragraph 1 of the Equality Act 2010. 
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Job Title

Main Purpose and Scope of the Job

As an experienced manager with a proven track record of leadership in the
voluntary/social care sector; you will work as a member of Stop Domestic Abuse’s
Senior Management Team in delivering the organisation’s strategic plans, focusing
on securing contracts and grants, management and business development. 

You will be proactive, strategic and an excellent communicator, as well as
experienced in motivating staff and working effectively in local partnerships. You will
ensure the efficiency and effectiveness of the organisation’s core business and be
responsible for performance management, contract compliance, evaluation and
quality assurance. You will work to proactively deliver the fundraising strategy, secure
funding and further develop Stop Domestic Abuse’s capacity to tender for services. 

You will have a proven track record of successful management and development of
innovative services and service expansion; whilst ensuring existing services are
sustained and contractually compliant. You will have practical knowledge of
contractual and commissioning arrangements; along with demonstrable experience
of delivering community and accommodation-based services. You will be committed
to Stop Domestic Abuse values and have an understanding of, and an empathy with
the culture and values of the violence against women and girls (VAWG) sector.



Position in Organisation

Reports to: 

Working Hours: 

Salary:   

Location:  

Deputising for:  

The Business Development Director will work very closely with the Head of Finance.
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Chief Executive Officer

37 per week; occasional evening or weekend work may be
required. Monday-Thursday 9.30-5.30pm and Friday 9.30-
5.00pm

£50,000 – £55,000 dependent on experience and abilities

This role is based in our office in Havant and will require travel
across the county. The option to use an office in Basingstoke
for up to 2 days a week is available. A valid driving licence and
use of own car is essential.

Chief Executive Officer and providing cover for Operations
Director and Head of Finance. 

Duties and Key Responsibilities

Working with the trustees and CEO, develop an income generation and fundraising
strategy for Stop Domestic Abuse, setting realistic targets and KPI’s. Lead and execute
the strategy, providing creative and inspiring leadership when required to get others
involved in income generation activities. The over-riding objective ensures the work of
the organisation is securely funded.
Take overall responsibility for contract compliance of funded projects, ensuring
contractual KPIs, monitoring and funding requirements are met. To be responsible for
monitoring the organisation’s performance, providing performance data, both internally
and externally, and communicating progress to the Board, key partners,
commissioners and stakeholders.
Research and maintain fundraising intelligence on current and potential sources of
funding, especially major and significant donors
Lead on the development and creation of high-quality marketing, communication, and
promotional tools ensuring Stop Domestic Abuse’s ethos and branding are upheld. 
Work with CEO to engage local media and develop PR 
To ensure that the long-term business plan is developed and continually reviewed. To
align the plan to reflect the organisation’s mission and aims, and to ensure that it is
implemented.

1.   Lead, develop and deliver Stop Domestic Abuse income generation strategy



Lead on and develop new proposals for contracts, tenders, and grant applications;
ensuring a strong business case and measurable outcomes. 
Lead on and co-ordinate input and responses for Pre-Qualification Questionnaires
(PQQs), Invitations to Tender (ITT), grant applications and tender presentations.
Produce persuasive copy that answers commissioners’ questions while capturing and
communicating Stop Domestic Abuse’s strategies, values and unique selling points. In
particular, to work within Stop Domestic Abuse’s values, feminist principles and Equal
Opportunities policy.
Initiate, develop and sustain contracts and relationships to build a solid prospect
pipeline. 
Lead on, and explore, new high value income generation strategies, i.e. high net worth
donors, corporate and business sponsorship, individual giving programmes, payroll
giving, trading, etc. 
Develop, inspire, motivate, advise and support local community groups to raise
awareness and to generate income locally for the benefit of local families. 
Work with the CEO to develop new business lines which may contribute income to
support the core functions. 
Take hands-on responsibility for developing and maintaining high level relationships with
existing and potential donors, influential persons, and other external contacts
Oversee and develop strategic reports and marketing documents that promote the work
of Stop Domestic Abuse.

Maintain excellent working knowledge of key stakeholder’s aims, objectives, priorities
and services, e.g., local authorities, CCG’s, national charities.
Keep abreast of research and policy in relation to Stop Domestic Abuse work. 
Work with existing and new partners to develop reputable relationships for collaborative
and consortia working.
Represent Stop Domestic Abuse at networking events, meetings and forums where there
are opportunities for building partnerships with key stakeholders. 
Work closely with community teams and Stop Domestic Abuse staff to maintain good
working knowledge of local issues and need. 
To be an effective community leader, championing the VAWG sector, developing creative
relationships and being actively engaged to influence wider stakeholders to enable
debate and solutions.
Represent Stop Domestic Abuse in negotiations with stakeholders, suppliers, local
authority departments and others to secure the most effective contract terms or service
level agreements. 
To review and manage contracts and contractual arrangements for all areas of
business.
Ensuring Stop Domestic Abuse and its Services have the appropriate levels of public
awareness and access, and that there is an effective online presence, e.g. website and
social media. Manage social media platforms in relation to business development and
income generation. 

2.   Drive growth and business opportunities for Stop Domestic Abuse

3.   Sustain existing and develop new partnerships with key stakeholders across the sector
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Direct line management responsibility for staff within the Business Team. 
Manage and coordinate all administration in relation to funding arrangements, e.g.
contracts, tenders, grants, etc. 
Prepare monthly reports on business development activity in relation to Stop Domestic
Abuse’s income generation strategy. 
Report when required to on aspects of business development when required by the CEO
and/or the trustee board. 
Be part of the Senior Management Team, contributing to the overall running of the
organisation and attending governance committees as required.
Ensure appropriate quality standards are achieved and adhered to, in accordance with
approved frameworks, and with particular reference to the Women’s Aid National Quality
Standards. 
Create, implement and review policies and procedures appropriate to the needs of the
organisation. 
Engage with own line management, supervision, training, personal development and
wellbeing, using opportunities provided by Stop Domestic Abuse to do so.
Line manage, coach and empower staff using a range of different approaches.

Maintain the Organisational Risk Register recording all identified risks, the likelihood and
consequences of a risk occurring, and the actions being taken to reduce those risks and
who is responsible for managing them. 
To mitigate all risk management issues by ensuring compliance with the risk
assessment policies and procedure.
To maintain awareness, within the organisation and management committee, of risks
and changes in the internal and external environment that affect the organisation.
To ensure that the organisation has policies, systems and procedures that are fit for
purpose.
To ensure the monitoring and implementation of policies and procedures throughout
Stop Domestic Abuse.
To demonstrate a working knowledge of, and commitment to, the safeguarding of
children, young people and vulnerable adults throughout Stop Domestic Abuse.
Strategic technology: oversee and manage technology at Stop Domestic Abuse,
including systems, devices, hardware and the evolution of the digital ecosystem and
data architecture ensuring our technology is fit for purpose for our digital delivery
requirements working with our in-house and outsourced technical experts. 
IT security and data governance: responsible for maintaining appropriate cybersecurity
measures at Stop Domestic Abuse, and that data is managed appropriately and safely
across the business and systems by colleagues.
Take Data Protection Officer role for the organisation, providing guidance on data
protection issues, completing data protection impact assessments and ensuring all data
is handled in accordance with the law and internal policies and procedures.

4.   Governance and Leadership 

5.   Risk Management
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To maintain familiarity and understanding of developments within Stop Domestic
Abuse and the wider domestic abuse movement. 

To participate in fundraising activities on behalf of Stop Domestic Abuse.

To publicise the support available to women, children, young people, and men
affected by domestic abuse.

To work with volunteers.

Participate as a member of the Senior Management Team, including attendance at
relevant meetings, supervision and appraisal sessions, training and other events as
may be required.

Assisting with providing cover for absent colleagues during periods of sickness,
holidays etc, as requested by CEO/Director.

Any other duties that may be reasonably requested, commensurate with ability and
experience. 

Ensuring the effective day to day administration of the office
Act as the responsible person for Health and Safety matters 
·Ensure that the charity has effective internal operational systems that support our work
as efficiently as possible. 
Act as the main point of contact for project administration and coordination. 
Liaising with suppliers and maintain an effective relationship with our landlords

6.   Office management 
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General Responsibilities
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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Person Specification

Qualifications

Knowledge

A relevant qualification (business management,
accounting, CIPD, fundraising) or proven track
record in management with a particular focus on
the women’s sector/domestic violence
sector/community and voluntary sector

A clean driving licence and car owner 

An understanding of, and a commitment to, the
principles of Stop Domestic Abuse. A sound
understanding of violence against women and
girls within an equality and human rights
framework, with a particular focus on domestic
violence including the gendered nature of
domestic violence and abuse; its causes and
consequences.

Good knowledge and understanding of the
voluntary and public sector environment in which
services operate, and of accreditation
frameworks, quality assurance/impact
measurement

Good understanding of the principles
underpinning financial planning and effective
budgetary control

Strong understanding of the current funding
landscape and evidence of successfully
developing opportunities to obtain new funding
sources

Knowledge of GDPR, the current data protection
and IT security environment

Knowledge of the basics of data architecture and
how this translates to reporting and system
design, management and development; 

Desirable

Essential

Essential

Desirable

Desirable

Essential

Essential

Essential

Application

Application

Application
/Interview
Question

Application
/Interview
Question

Application

Application
/Interview
Question

Application
/Interview
Question
Application
/Interview
Question

Dimension Relevance
How
demonstrated
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Person Specification
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Skills &
Abilities

Knowledge of the basics of data architecture and
how this translates to reporting and system
design, management and development

Knowledge of social media platforms and
experience in developing/delivering
communications across multiple outlets

Good understanding of employment practices and
systems and of human resources management in
the voluntary sector

Thorough knowledge of safeguarding children
and adults’ policy, procedures and legislation and
how this is delivered in practice

Excellent knowledge of the importance of
confidentiality and anti-discriminatory practice
and equality and diversity; safe practice and
health and safety procedures; and their
application in practice. 

Knowledge and understanding of professional
and clear boundaries, adaptable and ability to
work with minimum supervision.

A successful track record at senior leadership
level within an organisation of comparable
complexity or across a significant area of work

Experience of diversifying funding, assessing new
fundraising options and generating income from a
variety of sources

Ability to interpret research findings and policy to
create a business case for funding

Essential

Desirable

Essential

Desirable

Essential

Essential

Desirable

Desirable

Essential

Application
/Interview
Question

Application

Application
/Interview
Question

Application

Application

Application

Application
/Interview
Question

Application
/Interview
Question

Application
/Interview
Question
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Person Specification
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Ability to think and act strategically to develop
practical and creative solutions to the
management of services and complex issues
which may arise 

Results focussed, solution-oriented with a
proactive and positive approach.

Excellent written and oral communication skills,
with strong presentational and influencing
abilities. Able to present at every level to both
internal and external audiences of various sizes. 
Ability to communicate effectively using a variety
of media

Excellent ability to work on one’s own initiative, to
determine priorities and work under pressure on
different fronts simultaneously, while delegating
appropriately

Proven ability to effectively build the organisation
and manage staff capacity, developing a top-
notch workforce and the processes that ensure
the organisation runs smoothly

Able to lead, enthuse and inspire a team, using
personal warmth and humour with the ability to be
authoritative yet willing to take account of the
views of others and be responsive to them.

Strong networking skills and with the ability to
work collaboratively with others. 

Excellent IT skills including an excellent
knowledge of Microsoft Word, Excel, Outlook and
PowerPoint.

Essential

Essential

Essential

Essential

Essential

Essential

Essential

Essential

Application
/Interview
Question

Application
/Interview
Question

Application
/Interview
Question

Application

Application
/Interview
Question

Application
/Interview
Question

Application

Application
/Interview
Question
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Person Specification
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Personal
Characteristics

Experience of developing and executing an
income generation strategy including diversifying
funding, accessing new funding, and generating
income from a variety of sources

Experience of developing effective networks with
local government, statutory and other voluntary
organisations.

Experience of successful partnership and
consortia working.

Experience of writing and producing reports and
bids/funding applications to deadline and for a
variety of audiences 

Track record in achieving quality and data-driven
evaluation. With a demonstrable attention to
detail with an ability to identify inaccuracies or
issues arising from financial or service data
interrogation, and to respond appropriately to
resolve these.

Experience of Implementing quality assurance
frameworks and measuring outcomes to
demonstrate impact 

Resource management and of managing
organisational change to improve service quality,
secure operational efficiencies, and embed values 

Emotional Intelligence

Commitment to user-focused services

Desirable

Essential

Essential

Essential

Desirable

Desirable

Desirable

Essential

Essential

Application
/Interview
Question

Application
/Interview
Question

Application
/Interview
Question

Application
/Interview
Question

Application
/Interview
Question

Application
/Interview
Question

Application
/Interview
Question

Application
/Interview
Question

Application
/Interview
Question
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Person Specification
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Other
Requirements

Commitment to self-development and be
optimistic about the possibility of personal growth
and change.

Good standards of hygiene and personal
presentation

Show initiative and be proactive when managing
your work and interacting with colleagues and
agencies.

Act with integrity and respect when working with
all clients, agencies and individuals.

Awareness of Professional Boundaries

Credibility and integrity and an ability to be an
effective ambassador for Stop Domestic Abuse

Tact and discretion

Calm and professional manner

Subject to Enhanced DBS Check  

The post is a full time

There is a requirement for occasional
evening/weekend work in this job to be available
to respond to emergencies outside office hours.

Essential

Essential

Essential

Essential

Essential

Essential

Essential

Essential

Essential

Essential

Application

Interview

Application
/Interview
Question

Application
/Interview
Question

Application
/Interview
Question

Application
/Interview
Question

Application

Application
/Interview
Question

Application

Application
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Organisation Structure



a comprehensive CV or career profile
a supporting statement

Stop Domestic Abuse are working exclusively with Charisma Charity Recruitment and to apply, please
follow this link to their website:

Click to apply

With your application, please include:

For an informal and confidential discussion about the role, please contact:

Adam Stacey, Executive Director of Charisma Charity Recruitment
0207 998 8888 / 01962 813300

We welcome and encourage applications from people of all backgrounds. We do not discriminate on the
basis of disability, race, colour, ethnicity, gender, religion, sexual orientation, age, veteran status or other
category protected by law.

Closing date for applications: 11 January 2022
Interview date, with charity: TBC

Due to the nature of the role we are reviewing applications as they come in, so please apply as soon as
possible as the role may be closed early if a suitable candidate is found.
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How to Apply

https://www.charismarecruitment.co.uk/job/business-development-director-stop-domestic-abuse


info@charismarecruitment.co.uk
01962 813300
charismarecruitment.co.uk

Southgate Chambers, 37-39
Southgate Street, Winchester,
SO23 9EH


